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Research Questions

1. What do Global Connection partners (churches, mission 

agencies, colleges) see as the key trends that are impacting 

on global mission in the UK?

2. What do these organisations feel that they need to do to 

respond effectively to these trends?

3. In this context, do they see a role for Global Connections in 

helping them address these exciting and emerging 

challenges?



Who was interviewed?

35 interviews seeing 37 people

The breakdown of interviews is as follows: 

•11 Church/denomination

•7 large agencies

•7 medium-sized agencies

•2 small agencies

•3 primarily UK agency

•2 service services

•3 Colleges 



1. What do Global Connection partners see as 

the key trends that are impacting on global 

mission in the UK?

- Background issues for Churches



Economics

Source: Daily Nation (Kenya)
Source: BBC

Big picture

•Western financial and economic crisis

•Shifting economic power to the East (e.g. China)

•Development progress in many countries, but also growing inequality between and 

within countries

Locally

•Family incomes under pressure

•Student debt and pension crises

•Growing institutional mistrust

•Unemployment and under-employment



Other faiths, particularly Islam

Source: BBC

Source: BBC

UK

•Response to 9/11 and 7/7

•Multicultural challenge in our localities

•Engagement with Moslems

Global 

•Unreached groups

•Growth of Islam

•Arab Spring?

•Engagement with Moslems



Poverty and social challenges

Drought in the Horn of Africa Source: BBC

Food and water security and shortage will 

not just represent major challenges to 

poverty relief and development, but will 

also underpin conflict and migration 

movements around the world 



Global warming and ecology

Source: www.blog.thesietch.org

Amazon deforestation Source: Hope-Care 

Foundation

Japan Tsunami Source: www.bbc.co.uk

Creation care? 

Does not appear to be very high 

up as a priority area in 

evangelical mission circles



Communications and Social Media

• Technology and 

communications has 

transformed mission. 

• It enables instant 

engagement with people 

and communities around 

the world  - mobile phones, 

e-mail, Skype and social 

media

• It enables direct and 

entrepreneurial mission, by-

passing the mission agency

• It also enables people living 

in remote situations to be 

open to information 

transforming how they see 

the world 



Economic migration: rural to cities and abroad –

the example of Eastern Europe

Villages and rural areas: 
Low incomes in agriculture, 

barriers to traditional markets 

(e.g. wine sales from Moldova 

and Georgia to Russia 

blocked), collapse of heavy 

industries on privatisation 

lead to loss of employment 

opportunities  

Economic 

migration Abroad 
– e.g. European Union, 

USA becomes highly 

attractive

Towns and cities: face collapse of 

traditional industries on privatisation. 

But some will attract new industries 

and develop a base of basic service 

industries (e.g. retail etc). They may 

maintain or even build a stronger 

employment base, But there may be 

a shortage of knowledge-based jobs 

Capital cities: Best able to adapt to 

global economic conditions. Able to 

attract higher volume and quality of 

knowledge-based service jobs as well 

as basic services (e.g. retail, 

restaurants, tourism related etc). Job 

opportunities attract migrants, leading 

to development pressures, possible 

illegal settlements, congestion etc. But 

agglomeration benefits largely offset 

negative externalities  

Rural Moldova Source: 

www.aafp.org/online/en/home/aboutus/specialty/international/o

ia/physicianswithheart/moldova2006/moldova2006pics.html

Permet, 

Albania



The City – Invariably at the centre of challenge, crises 

opportunity and change

Cairo, Egypt 2011
Source: BBCSource: Channel 4

Berlin 1986

London 2011

Jerusalem 2010



Place of -

•Refuge and safety

•Justice

•Culture and creativity

•Spiritual fulfilment

The place of –

•Discrimination and 

violence

•Insecurity and Inequality

•Pride and excess

•Spiritual restlessness

And yet also

•Hope

•Opportunity

•Church growth

The City

Inspired by 

Tim Keller



2. What do these organisations feel that they need to 

do to respond effectively to these trends?

- Messages to and from the church



UK Church – sometime ago

Church

Via Mission 

Agency

Home

Abroad

Local 

evangelism

Individuals and 

families

Long-term

Membership and 

congregation

Mission as proclamation

There is a perception that at some 

stage it was all a bit clearer and simpler



UK Church today

Inner core

Ragged edge 

Church

Via Mission 

Agency

Home

Abroad

Churches,  

projects and 

relationships

Individuals and 

families

Long-term and 

short-term

Independent 

mission

Individuals and 
families

Relational, 
entrepreneurial  and 
resources

Local mission, building local 

community and engaging in 

the market place

Integral Mission (except some classical 

evangelical churches) and discipleship 

Development 

and poverty 

relief agencies

Funding su
pport

And now it is messier and maybe 

– complex, worrying or exciting 

depending on who you talk to

Source: Inspired by 

Richard Littledale and 

other church leaders 



Models of mission

Long-term

Short-term

Entrepreneurial

Not clear whether stable or decreasing in numbers. Most 

agencies interviewed confident that they are still getting 

the numbers, although this view was challenged on the 

outside. What is clear is that ‘long-term mission’ has 

taken on a different meaning than in the past

Has been growing in numbers, up to recently quite 

dramatically. There has been an growing trend for 

churches to engage in short-term mission. There are 

different views on the value of short-term mission or 

how to make it work, and questions on whether it has 

peaked

Increasing trend of people doing their own thing, by-

passing the established mission agencies, sometimes 

going out through Churches and sometimes not. 

Changes in the cost and speed of travel and direct 

communications are facilitating this model



Global mission in the UK: what has changed for the 

Church? 

Mission at home

•‘Ragged edge‘ grown and core membership reduced

•Overall decline in church attendance, but particular churches doing well

•Changes in societal expectations  (e.g. re careers, consumerism,

individualism etc)

•From evangelism to mission and building community

•Multi-cultural society on our doorstep seen as an opportunity

•Challenge of Fresh Expressions and emerging church movements

•Proclamation to integral mission in many churches

•Spiritual awareness with religious correctness  (Islam, 9/11, 7/7)



Global mission in the UK: what has changed for the 

Church? 

Mission Overseas

•Ease, speed and reduced cost of travel

•Connectivity and social media revolution

•Interest in building direct relationships overseas

•Growth in short-term mission

•Growth in entrepreneurial mission

•End of the ‘partnership model’ of mission 

•Perception that mission agency funding model may not be 

sustainable in long-term



Opportunity cost issues for the Church

• Is sending someone out with a mission agency an effective use of resources? 

• Is there a balance to be found between:

– Supporting mission agencies and supporting our own projects and global 

relationships?

– Sending people through mission agencies and ‘entrepreneurial’ mission?

– Supporting UK mission partners and indigenous  mission partners?

– Long term and short term mission?

– UK to global or any-where to anywhere mission?

• Where are our mission priorities and how do we balance them

– Locally in a multi-cultural context?

– Globally? 

• What do we make of:

– Rural and Urban and ‘unreached groups’?



Is raising wider issues….

Interview with a church leader

“There is a lot of hand wringing going on ….by the mission 

agencies on the theme that ‘churches are not doing enough 

about mission, they lack vision and are difficult to engage’. 

….The perception is that the mission agencies are struggling and 

the churches are not backing them up properly. Emotionally they 

are totally committed to the churches being involved. But there 

is a frustration that they always have about the UK church and a

perception that it is not engaged. The big question is always 

‘how do we do it? It comes out of a passion for mission and so it

is not a bad thing. It is like a holy discontent.”



Some tough questions for churches

• How are we responding to the shift in world Christianity from the West to the 

global south and how that plays out in our local context?

• Is our church mission policy sensitive to a multi-cultural and multi-racial world, 

including to building community within our locality?

• How are we ensuring that we are not exporting a UK version of church in the 

mission projects we support?

• Are we allowing theological nuances to get in the way of effective collaboration?

• If we do our own projects, how do we evaluate whether or not they are 

worthwhile?

• Are we making the best use of the skills, talents and experience of mission 

agencies?

• Do we or our congregations have prejudices in what we prefer to support (e.g. 

rural over urban, away over home, global over Europe, English speaking over non-

English speaking) that may reduce the value of what we do?



Issues for discussion today

• Earlier I showed two images of the Church as it was sometime 

ago and as interviewees saw it today. What would be similar 

and different to the second image if you were drawing a 

picture to describe your church today?

• What are the implications for the role of your church in UK 

and global mission?


